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Chapter 24 marks a new division in the book of Isaiah that extends through Chapter 27 

It is known as the Isaiah Apocalypse 

 

 
 

It contains features typical of apocalyptic literature and different from prophetic speeches.   

The announcements encompass the whole earth and all who live in it. 

It proclaims the final drama of history rather than a turning point for certain people. 

It includes the resurrection of the dead and the trumpet of the Lord calling the elect. 

There is an eschatological banquet of the nations on Mt. Zion. 

There is a darkening of the sun and moon and the Lord defeats Leviathan. 

 

Given the diversity of the material it is unlikely they came from the same time period. 

The collection as a whole was inserted into its present location late in the development of Isaiah. 

It also serves as an appropriate extension of the proclamations concerning the nations. 

 

Isaiah 24 – Impending Judgment on the Earth 

The central theme of this chapter is the announcement of the Day of the Lord. 

The promised judgment is universal and shakes the whole earth except for Mt. Zion. 

This Day of Judgment goes beyond the earth and encompasses the heavenly host. 

The prophet believes it to be imminent! 

 

The Lord plans to judge the earth because its inhabitants have polluted it. 

They have violated the laws and statutes and broke the everlasting covenant. 

The reign of the Lord and the manifestation of his glory will bring restoration to the land. 

 

Verse 1-3 Note the list of contrasts which is intended to include all the people. 

 

Verse 4-13 Present disaster is the beginning of the end. 

  It is the people who have set the tragedy in motion. 

  Transgressed the laws, violated the statutes, and broken the everlasting covenant. 
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Verse 14-16 Mood shifts from despondency to joy and songs of praise. 

  These songs of praise celebrate the reign of the Lord. 

  They come from all around the world (not just from the people of God). 

  At the end of this section corporate praise turns to an individual lament. 

  A solitary voice utters cries of anguish. 

  The triumph of the Lord has not yet come. 

 

Verse 17-20 Theme of universal disaster resumes with the shattering of the earth. 

  Similar language is used in Jeremiah 48:43-44. 

 

Verse 21-23  Disaster expands to include the host of heaven and heavenly bodies.   

  However if there is an end there is also a new beginning. 

  The Lord will establish a new kingdom. 

 

 
 

 

Chapter 25 – Praise for Deliverance from Oppression 

In this chapter the prophet starts by celebrating life and deliverance that comes from the Lord. 

The final section returns to words of judgment but it is not universal. 

It proclaims the destruction of a specific nation, Moab. 

 

Verse 1-10a It starts out with a strong song of praise and thanksgiving addressed to God. 

  The Lord is honored for the destruction of cities and being a refuge for the poor. 

  God shares his banquet with all people (all are reconciled and in communion). 

  This goes beyond Judah and Jerusalem. 

  God is praised for keeping his promises and for carrying out his plans. 

  Even though the time of waiting was incredibly long the Lord showed mercy. 

 

  In the Old Testament it is life (not death) that God endorses. 

  The more one’s capabilities for life diminish the more one approaches death. 

  Death is understood as any power that threatens life. 

  So the affirmation of life entails the end of grieving and mourning. 

 

Verse 10b-12 Mystery Passage (seems to be out of place) 

  It is not a continuation of the speech from the Lord. 

  Declares what will happen to Moab. 
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Isaiah 25 is read on the Evening of Easter Sunday and All Saints Sunday. 

It is read at funerals (verses 6-10a) with a parallel from 1 Corinthians 15:26, 54-55. 

 

 

 
 

 

Isaiah 26 – Judah’s Song of Victory 

Three distinct sections comprise this chapter: 

1) One day the people of Judah will sing a song of thanksgiving to the Lord for his victory. 

2) Prayers are offered for help in the midst of expressions of hope. 

3) At the end an unidentified voice calls for people to seek cover from the wrath of the Lord. 

 

Verse 1-6 Out on the horizon looms a great day! 

  The Lord is praiseworthy because the reversals will come true. 

  Trust in the Lord forever for in the Lord God you have an everlasting rock. 

 

Verse 7-19 The Lord is addressed directly in this section. 

  The tone is meditative and reflective. 

  The concern is for the fate of the righteous and the justice of God. 

  The poet yearns for and seeks the Lord. 

  Divine judgment will teach the people right from wrong. 

  The song praises the Lord for what the Lord will do in the future. 

  The prayer for peace is reinforced by an affirmation of faith. 

   

  Verse 14 – has no connection with what precedes it but it connects with 19. 

  In their current helplessness and suffering they pray for help. 

  The Lord will give life to the community that considers itself as good as dead. 

 

Verse 20-21 A revival of the people will come in the future. 

  The people must endure the great Day of Judgment. 

 

Chapter 27 – Israel’s Redemption 

In this chapter there are eschatological expectations of the Lord’s decisive intervention. 

 

 

 



 
Verse 1 Leviathan is a dragon of chaos and stands in opposition to the Lord. 

  A Biblical reflection on the end of times sees conflicts within creation. 

  The Lord is seen here to defeat the last and oldest enemy. 

 

Verse 2-6 Verses paint an image of a time when the Lord will care for a vineyard. 

  The vineyard sung about here refers back to the one in Chapter 5. 

  An author of the post-exilic period seems to have reinterpreted the earlier text. 

  It is a reversal of the earlier Song of the Vineyard. 

  Instead of accusation and judgment there is good news! 

  The punishment was justified so there is a summons to make peace with the Lord. 

 

Verse 7-11 The punishment that purged the sins of Israel seems to be in the past. 

  But then the Lord’s intervention to judge seems to continue in the future. 

  Corrupt worship is a continuing problem for the Northern Kingdom. 

 

Verse 12-13 Another announcement of the Lord’s future intervention to save his people. 

  The Day of the Lord will be a time of harvest when the exiles are brought home. 

  Tender care will be offered to each individual. 

  The return of Israel to Jerusalem means a reestablishment of the whole nation. 

 

Assignment for October 3 – Read Isaiah 28-35 

 


